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Our Work
We’re proud of our track record, working with some of the UK’s leading and most trusted brands.

How we make a difference
Supply chain and logistics experts
We provide end-to-end supply chain and logistics support to deliver improvements to warehouses, transport forecasting and inventory, so clients become more profitable and transform their customers’ experience.
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Read how we've helped clients make lasting improvements to their warehousing, forecasting and inventory and transport.
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Read More about NHS England Covid Vaccine Supply Chain

Supply Chain
NHS England Covid Vaccine Supply Chain
Led by NHSE, and working with the DHSC, NHS logistics, Movianto, the military and a range of other suppliers, Hatmill was central to the success of the vaccination programme.

"“Hatmill played an instrumental role in supporting the launch and delivery of the PPE and Vaccine programmes, their operational guile and dedication to the cause was critical in the delivery of the operational elements of these programmes”" -
Steven Gibb, Supply Chain Director – Vaccine Programme, NHS England
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Read More about NHS England PPE Supply Chain

Supply Chain
NHS England PPE Supply Chain
As coronavirus (COVID-19) rapidly spread across the globe, Hatmill and its strategic partners faced a daunting task – managing the supply chain of critical healthcare equipment during an unprecedented emergency.

""Hatmill played an instrumental role in supporting the launch and delivery of the PPE and Vaccine programmes, their operational guile and dedication to the cause was critical in the delivery of the operational elements of these programmes” " -
Steven Gibb, Supply Chain Director – Vaccine Programme, NHS England
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Read More about Greggs Balliol National Distribution Centre

Automation
Greggs Balliol National Distribution Centre
Greggs’ state-of-the-art automated DC – a 32m high, 40,000 sq. ft. hypoxic automated freezer extension – thaws out frozen storage capacity issues.

""Throughout our time working with Hatmill, I have remained impressed with the organisation, focus and tenacity of the team, and they have been instrumental in helping our organisation reach some critical decision points. The team are engaging, personable and a pleasure to work with, and operate seamlessly alongside Greggs colleagues"." -
Phil Wright, Head of Logistics, Greggs
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Read More about A fit for the future network, from design to implementation

Warehousing
A fit for the future network, from design to implementation
This client had the additional challenges of a US parent and needing to merge two businesses and eight sites into one DC and head office.

"Hatmill’s experience with managing complex warehouse moves meant that we were able to deliver the programme in line with expectations." -
Managing Director - A leading supplier of Point of Sale products
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Read More about An automated solution to meet demands of business expansion

Supply Chain
An automated solution to meet demands of business expansion
A home and clothing retailing group delivering to ecommerce, wholesale and store format customers.

"Hatmill demonstrated a high level of understanding of our business within a short period of time." -
Operations Director - Homewares & Accessories supplier
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Get in touch

e: info@hatmill.com

t: 01423 900 660
Find us

LinkedIn

Twitter


About Hatmill

Supply Chain Consultants
Hatmill is a consulting firm that supports businesses to improve their supply chain and logistics operations. We help our clients make lasting improvements to their performance. We deliver outstanding expertise, experience and value to our clients' projects.
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